CONSIDERATIONS TO RETROFIT AND REDESIGN

INSPIRATION FOR NOW, NEAR, AND NEXT
ME SPACES: **ENCLAVE**

**BEFORE**

- Delgado Rockers with Toss Pillows
- Cohen by Etc. Side Table

**ADDED**
- Static Floor Screen

**AFTER**
ME SPACES: OFFICE

BEFORE

AFTER

Tessera Casegoods and Wall Panel
Lavoro Task Chair

ADDED
Edge Mount Screens

View Planning Typical
ME SPACES: **PERSONAL WORKSTATION**

**BEFORE**

- WaveWorks Adjustable Height Desks
- WaveWorks Metal Storage
- Weitz Impromptu Stool
- Lavoro Task Chair

**ADDED**
- Full Metal Edge Mount Screens

**AFTER**
ME SPACES: **PERSONAL WORKSTATION**

**BEFORE**

WaveWorks with Epicenter
Lavoro Task Chairs

**ADDED**
Epicenter Screens
Clamp Mount Screens

**AFTER**

View Planning Typical
ME SPACES: PERSONAL WORKSTATION

BEFORE

Alloy Adjustable Height Benching
Whirl Task Seating

ADDED
Alloy Mid-Support Divider Panels
Epicenter Screens
Static Floor Screens

AFTER

View Planning Typical

NATIONAL.
ME SPACES: **PERSONAL WORKSTATION**

**BEFORE**

- Alloy Adjustable Height Benching
- Lavoro Task Chairs

**ADDED**
- Full Metal Edge Mount Screens
- Static Floor Screens

**AFTER**
ME SPACES: **PERSONAL WORKSTATION**

**BEFORE**

WaveWorks with Epicenter
Lavoro Task Seating

**ADDED**
Set-On Surface Screens
Epicenter Screens

**AFTER**

View Planning Typical

NATIONAL.
ME SPACES: **PERSONAL WORKSTATION**

**BEFORE**

![Before Image](image)

WaveWorks Adjustable Height Desks with Epicenter Lavoro Task Seating

**ADDED**

Epicenter Overhead Storage Cabinets
Epicenter Screens
Full Metal Edge Mount Screens

**AFTER**

![After Image](image)

View Planning Typical
WE SPACES: INFORMAL GATHERING

BEFORE

Fringe Lounge Chairs
Wixler Table

ADDED
Fringe Upholstered Divider Panels
Fringe Laminate Back Panels

AFTER

View Planning Typical
WE SPACES: **COLLABORATIVE LOUNGE**

**BEFORE**

Fringe Lounge  
Mabel Lounge Chairs  
Wixler Tables  

**ADDED**  
Fringe Upholstered Divider Panels  
Fringe Laminate Back Panels  

**AFTER**

View Planning Typical
WE SPACES: PROJECT ROOM

BEFORE

AFTER

WaveWorks Storage with Exhibit Wall Rail Solution
Eliza by Etc. Stools
ADDED
Set-On Surface Screens
Static Floor Screen

View Planning Typical
WE SPACES: **LOUNGE**

**BEFORE**

Tellaro Lounge  
Hobsen Lounge Chair  
WaveWorks Bookcases  
Wixler and Personal Pull-Up Tables  
Fringe Lounge  
Lochlyn Dividers

**ADDED**
Set-On Surface Screen

**AFTER**

View Planning Typical
WE SPACES: LIBRARY

BEFORE

Swift Lounge
Footings Tables
Grin Side Chairs
Whimsy Impromptu

ADDED
Lochlyn Dividers
Edge Mount Screens

AFTER

View Planning Typical

NATIONAL.
US SPACES: **LOBBY**

**BEFORE**

-before image with furniture layout

**AFTER**

-after image with furniture layout

Collette Lounge
Marnia Tables
Idara Lounge Chairs
ADDED
Lochlyn Dividers
US SPACES: **TOWN HALL**

BEFORE

- Strassa Collaborative Tables
- Deker by Etc. Side Chairs
- Mabel Lounge Chairs
- Collette Lounge
- Personal Pull-Up Tables

ADDED
- Set-On Surface Screens
- Static Floor Screens

AFTER

View Planning Typical
US SPACES: RECREATION ROOM

BEFORE

Fringe Lounge
Irma by Etc. Stools
Whimsy Upholstered Table
Toss Bean Bag
Footings Table with Delgado Chairs
Exhibit Wall Rail Solution

ADDED
Fringe Upholstered Divider Panels
Fringe Laminate Back Panels

AFTER

View Planning Typical

NATIONAL.
US SPACES: **RECREATION ROOM**

**BEFORE**

**AFTER**

- Tessera Table
- Collette Lounge
- Wixler Table
- WaveWorks Storage
- Toss Bean Bags

**ADDED**
- Static Floor Screens
US SPACES: CAFÉ

BEFORE

Swift Lounge
Universal Tables
Tag Stacking Chairs

ADDED
Static Floor Screens

AFTER

View Planning Typical
US SPACES: **ACTIVE CORRIDOR**

**BEFORE**

- Idara Lounge Chair and Mabel Ottoman
- Marnia Side Table
- Maneuver Tables
- Irma by Etc. Side Chairs

**ADDED**
- Static Floor Screens

**AFTER**

*View Planning Typical*
US SPACES: **ACTIVE CORRIDOR**

**BEFORE**

Farrah Lounge Chairs and Ottomans
Personal Pull-Up Tables

**ADDED**
Static Floor Screens

**AFTER**